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Biological Companies Biomaterials, Dental and poster sessions on the subjects like Polymer interactive panel discussions, keynote lectures, plenary talks accordingly.

Biomaterials science encompasses elements of medicine, biology, chemistry, tissue engineering and materials science. It helps in dynamically adding value to biomedical, pharmaceutical, R&D businesses. Novel approaches and applications about biomaterials like the gene/drug delivery systems development and industrializing insights & gain the latest technologies about novel biomaterials and bio-nanomaterials’ s. It emphasizes on novel approaches for biomedical applications and up-to-date appraises to drive your market share accordingly. Learn on the applications of innovative biomaterials and other alternatives for treating major diseases to progress the materials portfolio industrialization pathways.

This scientific event offers the best platform with its well organized scientific program to the audience which comprises interactive panel discussions, keynote lectures, plenary talks and poster sessions on the subjects like Polymer Biomaterials, Dental Biomaterials, Advanced Biomaterials, Properties of Biomaterials, Biomaterials Applications, Biomaterials Companies and Market Analysis, Biomaterials and Nanotechnology, Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, Biomaterials in Delivery Systems, Biomaterials in Biological Engineering, Biodegradable Biomaterials, and 3D Printing of Biomaterials.

Dr. Eddie Yin Kwee, from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore to present a session on “Infrared (IR) Thermography as a Potential Screening Modality for Carotid Artery Stenosis” and Dr. Alexander Seifalian from NanoRegMed Ltd, London to present a session on “Graphene and stem cells is set to revolutionize surgical implants”.

EuroSciCon Ltd is glad to schedule the International conference on Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering on MAY 11-12, 2020 at LONDON, UK.
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